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Recently, Campillo and Legland [l] have pointed out a mistake in the article [2], 
which they moved forward and corrected using two sided stochastic integration. 
Here, we give a very simple, different proof to that correction without making use 
of two sided integration. 
The inaccuracy in [2] has to do with the equality (3.6c), where we have used the 
following interchange of integration and conditional expectation: 
Here, x, is a diffusion process, h is a C’ function with continuous globally bounded 
derivatives and dy, = h(x,) dt+dv, where V, is a Brownian motion independent of 
XT. Note that the left-hand side of (1) is well defined but the integrand in the 
right-hand side is not adapted to a(y,, 0 d 0 s s). In [ 11, the authors have shown 
that the right-hand side has to be understood in the Stratonovich sense. We prove 
this fact below by a different method. 
Before we proceed, we define the Stratonovich integral for non-adapted 
integrands: 
Definition. A (not necessarily adapted) process U, is Stratonovich integrable 
w.r.t. y, if, for any sequence of partitions O= T, < q<. . . < T,, = T such that 
lim n-u, sup,]7,+, - ~~1 = lim,,, A(n) = 0, 
and Z is defined as the Stratonovich integral of u w.r.t. y. 
(2) 
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We claim now: 
Lemma 1. Under the conditions of [2], (1) holds when the right-hand side is understood 
in the Stratonovich sense. 
Proof. Let yf be a smooth molification of y,. By [3, Chapter 61, for example, 
j; h(x.,)j: ds -+fi-rO jr h(x,) dy.s in q.m. and therefore, by the Jensen inequality, 
Therefore, to show (1) it will be enough to show that 
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Note however that by [4], (d/ds)E(h(x,)lyz) exists and is square integrable. 
Therefore, 
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Therefore, (1) will be proved if we show that 
J T E(h(x.h& dy, =YTE(h(xT)lY,T)- 0 J 
7- 
(4) 
0 
A; EVh)l.d  ds. 
(4) however follows from Lemma 2 below: 
Lemma 2. Let u, have a derivative which is square integrable. Then 
s 
T 
4 dy.7 = UTyT - 
0 5 
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ky.5 ds. 
0 
(5) 
Proof. A proof of this lemma appears in [5]. We reproduce a version of it here for 
the sake of completeness. 
Note first that 
I,‘~~d~.~=~o~U.h(x,)d~+Joru,d~. 
=“TJ 
T T \ 
JJ J 
T 
h(x,) ds - h(xT) dTziY ds + u, dv,. 
0 0 0 0 
It is therefore enough to prove the lemma when y, is a Brownian motion. 
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Let {T,} be a partition. Then 
n--l 
= izo ((YT+, -Y,,)",,+fli(b)(y~,+,-y,))(7,+1-~,) (6) 
where & E [T,, To+,]. To have convergence in probability in (6), we show convergence 
in L’+” for some 0 < (Y < 1. Indeed, 
n-1 ,+C? 
E izo ti(b)(~T,+~ -Yi,)(Ti+l p-7,) 
n-l 
d T" C E (l+u)/2(~(~i)(2E(L-U)/21y~,+, _YTi12(‘+U)/(‘-n’17~+, - ~~1 
i = 0 
n-1 
ST" C E (‘+~)/2(45i)(2/Tt+, -7;1(3+u)/2 
i=O 
s KA(n)“+““2~0. 
Therefore, rewriting (6), we have 
which yields Lemma 2 and hence Lemma 1. Ii 
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